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A better managed network. 

That’s what your customers want. That, and all the benefits that 
come with it. Like plug-n-play deployments. Impressive scalability. 
Bags of security. And complete control over users and devices. 

Luckily for them, they can have it all with Nebula. And, luckily for you, 
you can learn how to sell our technical solutions with this guide.

So use it to walk your customers through the what, the how, and the 
wow of the network that does more. Then sit back and say hello to 
more sales.

hello 
handshakes. 
hello  
nebula.
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With the Nebula architecture, businesses can instantly control  
their entire network. Without having to use any wireless  
controllers, overlay network management appliances or  
software. They can deploy new branches of any size. And they  
can make changes to their policies in a matter of moments.  

In short, they can say goodbye to laborious (read: boring)  
processes. And hello to easy network management,  
any time, anywhere. 

But how have we made all of this possible? Well, it all starts  
with our Nebula Control Center. We’ve built each Nebula device  
so it can talk to our online control center efficiently and securely.  
Which means people can manage and configure it easily,  
wherever they are.  

What’s more, customers don’t have to install Nebula locally.  
They can do it over the Internet.  

Nebula managed  
networking architecture
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We built Nebula on Amazon Web Service (AWS) infrastructure. Which  
means it’s as secure as the AWS too. Naturally, we’re committed to 
protecting data and staying compliant with global regulations. And  
we have heaps of administrative and procedural safeguards in place. 

So that’s us. But what about you?

Well, you can rest assured that you’re selling a safe-as-houses solution.  
And that your customers’ networks with our management solution will 
always comply with EU data privacy laws.

You also might be interested to know that Nebula’s out-of-band control 
plane, network, and management traffic is split into two different data 
paths, which makes it secure and super-efficient. 

• Management data is exchanged with the cloud, from devices,  
through an encrypted protocol 

• User data flows to where it’s going on the local (LAN) or wide  
area network (WAN), without passing through the cloud

Four things you need to know 
about Nebula 

1. Your customers can enjoy 
the freedom to configure 
and manage networks from 
anywhere at anytime 

2. They’ll be up and running 
in minutes 

3. Their networks will carry on 
working, even if their internet 
connection is interrupted

4. They can rely on our 99.99% 
uptime service level agreement

Data privacy and  
out-of-band control plane
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You’re looking at the Nebula Control Center. Impressive, isn’t it?  
And it’s free. It comes part and parcel with the hardware. 

When your customers log in online, they’ll get an instant  
overview of network performance, connectivity, and status.

Aside from being the gateway to their network, this rather  
handsome-looking dashboard is:

• Intuitive
• Always up to date
• Available from wherever they are, 24/7

It also has all the security tools they could possibly  
need to stay in control of their users and networks. 

What customers get for free

• Easy-to-use interface

• Access anytime, anywhere 

• Set up devices while they’re still in the box 

• Network up and running in minutes

• No extra hardware or software needed

• Built-in user and device management 

• Two-factor authentication 

• Multi-tenant, multi-site view

• Role-based admin privileges

• Real-time and historical monitoring/reporting

• Site-based auto and smart tools

• Rich site-wide management tools

• Protection against disconnection

• Add and manage an unlimited number of  
Nebula-enabled devices
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Hello easier admin 

Supervisors can appoint different 
privileges to different people, such as 
the ability to manage network and  
guest access. They can also choose  
who has control over configuration. 
Meaning Larry can’t accidentally shut 
off the firewall. Again. 

Hello safe connection  

The connection between Nebula’s 
cloud services and admin’s browsers 
is always encrypted. And customers 
can set up the login process to have 
two-factor authentication. Meaning it’s 
always secure. And information is always 
confidential. Peace of mind, indeed.

Hello management tool extravaganza  

NCC’s got a lot of tricks up its sleeve. 
These include feature-rich dashboards, 
maps, floor plans, automated network 
topology, site-based configuration  
tools, automatic AP authentication, 
EasyMesh™, switch ports link  
aggregation, and site-to-site VPN. Phew.

Hello up to date  

Thanks to these real-time alerts,  
admins can manage thousands of 
networking devices more efficiently.  
Plus, they can use them to keep policies 
up to date across the entire organization. 
Which is especially handy for larger or 
distributed sites.   

Hello smart configuration 

Nebula devices are intelligent beings, so 
they know if something’s not quite right. 
With this feature, your customers can 
stay connected, even if they configure 
their network in the wrong way.  

Hello visibility

Administrators can keep track of 
connected devices. So if they need to 
double check when Larry’s phone last 
logged, they can. 
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Flexible, intuitive, and available anytime. Give your customers the freedom 
to monitor and configure their networks on the go, with the Nebula mobile 
app. They can use it to get up and running in minutes, without even opening 
the box. It supports both iOS and Android systems. And it’s free. 

Here’s what it’s got:

• A built-in QR code scanner so users can  
 add hundreds of devices, quickly

• Photo capturing for uploading  
 and recording device locations

• An instant view of network status,  
 in real time

• Overview monitoring of APs,  
 switches, and gateways

• Quick selection, so users can  
 view different sites with a tap

hello mobile 
Nebula mobile app
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Products

hello more 
to offer.    
hello  
nebula.
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Our products

Nebula managed access points (APs) 

The latest wireless tech. Advanced features. 
Everything your customers need for  
amazing WiFi. Your customers get it all  
with our managed APs.  

Nebula managed switches 

Got customers that want to set up networks 
in lots of branches? While staying in control?  
And keeping track of all ports – even the  
power (PoE) – at all sites? It’s easy (and really 
efficient) with our managed switches.    

Nebula managed security gateways

SMBs need tight security. Give them deep 
protection, including content filtering and 
antivirus, that’s super-easy to manage and 
update with our gateways.        

NebulaFlex 

Your network, your way - switching between standalone/on premise 
controller/Nebula 

With compatible NebulaFlex products, businesses can easily switch 
between standalone, on premise controller and the free Nebula Control 
Centre without the hassle of installing additional software or hardware. 

What’s more, if they already have supported hardware and want to use 
Nebula, a simple firmware upgrade will enable them to do so for free.
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Looking to deploy in an office, school,  
hospital, hotel, or retail store? Say hello  
to our managed APs.

They feature the latest WiFi technology. 
They also offer advanced features like a 
DCS, Load Balancing, and fast roaming. 
And they include our award-winning  
Smart Antenna, that adapts to each 
connected client. All of which adds up to 
a simply superb WiFi experience.

Better still, the NCC interface is so easy to 
use that admins can achieve everything 
they need to, without having to train up. 
Think configuration, provision, monitoring, 
and diagnostics. Anytime, anywhere. 

Best bits

• 2x2 802.11ac AP supports up to 1.2 Gbps (NAP102)

• 3x3 802.11ac AP supports up to 1.75 Gbps  
 (NAP203, NAP303, NAP353)

• Dual-optimized antenna (NAP203)

• Smart Antenna/Intelligent Wireless (NAP303)

• Built-in user management

• IP66-rated weather protection (NAP353) self-configuring, 
zero-touch deployments, enterprise security and 
RF optimization

• DCS, load balancing, bandwidth management smart client  
 steering and fast roaming features

• Support social login with Facebook accounts

• Smart mesh

Model NAP102 NAP203 NAP303 NAP353

Product name

802.11ac Dual-Radio 
Nebula Cloud 
Managed Access 
Point

802.11ac Dual-Radio, 
Dual-Optimised 
Antenna 3x3 Nebula 
Cloud Managed 
Access Point

802.11ac Dual-Radio 
Smart Antenna 
3x3 Nebula Cloud 
Managed Access 
Point

802.11ac Dual-Radio
External Antenna 
3x3 Nebula Cloud 
Managed Outdoor 
Access Point

Typical
deployment

Entry level wireless 
establishments

Medium to high density 
deployments

High density and 
interference-laden 
indoor environments

Harsh outdoor 
environments

Radio
specification

• 1 x 802.11 b/g/n radio
• 1 x 802.11 a/n/ac radio
• 1.2 Gbps max rate
• 2x2 MIMO with 2 

streams

• 1 x 802.11 b/g/n radio
• 1 x 802.11 a/n/ac radio
• 1.75 Gbps max rate
• 3x3 MIMO with 3 

streams

• 1 x 802.11 b/g/n radio
• 1 x 802.11 a/n/ac radio
• 1.75 Gbps max rate
• 3x3 MIMO with 3 

streams

• 1 x 802.11 b/g/n radio
• 1 x 802.11 a/n/ac radio
• 1.75 Gbps max rate
• 3x3 MIMO with 3 

streams

Power
DC input: 12 VDC, 1 A
PoE: 802.3at compliant

802.3at PoE only
(No DC jack)

DC input: 12 VDC, 2 A
PoE: 802.3at compliant

PoE: 802.3at compliant

Antenna
Embedded antenna Dual-optimised

internal antenna
6 embedded
Smart Antenna

6 N-type connectors*

Dimensions
(WxDxH)(mm/in.)

130 x 130 x 54.7/
5.12 x 5.12 x 2.17

203.9 x 191.7 x 34.7/
8.03 x 7.55 x 1.37

236 x 227 x 62/
9.28 x 8.95 x 2.43

255 x 256 x 62/
10.04 x 10.08 x 2.44

Weight (g/lb.) 300/0.67 445/0.98 982/2.17 1708/3.77

* The antenna is not embedded and external antennas are separately sold.
 

hello WiFi
Nebula managed 
access points (APs)

Choices, choices…
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When customers want to deploy to  
branch locations, switch them on to  
our managed switches. 

Via the NCC interface, they can keep track 
of all ports across their site. Configure 
multiple switches at the same time with a 
single click. Deploy new branch networks 
faster than they can say “I want to deploy 
new branch networks”. And stay in control 
in real-time.

What’s more, thanks to advanced  
settings like ACL, VLAN-based QoS  
and PoE scheduling, the whole process 
is extra efficient.  

Best bits

• Layer-2 Gigabit access switching with 8/24-port PoE  
and non-PoE model

• Support 10GE uplinks to servers for high-bandwidth  
network (NSW200-28P)

• User-friendly ACL and VLAN configuration

• Virtual stack with easy port configuration 

• Support DHCP Server Guard and IGMP snooping

• Optimized for quality voice and video traffic with  
high 375-watt (NSW200-28P, NSW100-28P) /  
180-watt (NSW100-10P) power budget (PoE)

• Intelligent smart power PoE technology and PoE  
scheduling (supporting PoE+)

• RADIUS, static MAC forwarding and 802.1X authentication

• Advanced IGMP monitoring and reporting (IPTV  
stream reporting) PRO PACK ONLY

Model NSW100-10 NSW100-10P NSW100-28 NSW100-28P NSW200-28P

Product name

8-port GbE 
Nebula Cloud 
Managed Switch

8-port GbE 
Nebula Cloud 
Managed PoE 
Switch

24-port GbE 
Nebula
Cloud Managed 
Switch

24-port GbE 
Nebula
Cloud Managed 
PoE Switch

24-port GbE 
Nebula Cloud 
Managed PoE 
Switch with 
10GbE Uplink

Switch class Layer 2 Layer 2 Layer 2 Layer 2 Layer 2

Total port count 10 10 28 28 28

100/1000 Mbps 8 - 24 - -

100/1000 Mbps 
PoE

- 8 - 24 24

10 Gigabit SFP+ - - - - 4

Gigabit combo 
(SFP/RJ-45)

2 2 4 4 -

Switching capacity 
(Gbps)

20 20 56 56 128

Total PoE power 
budget (watts)

- 180 - 375 375

hello fast 
deployment 
Nebula managed 
switches

Choices, choices…
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Selling to a business with a growing number 
of distributed sites? Our gateways have got 
your back. And theirs. 

Thanks to a Next-Gen Firewall, Intrusion 
Detection and Protection (IDP), and 
Application Patrol, these little beauties 
are ironclad. Meaning they can provide 
the kind of deep protection that small-to-
medium businesses (SMBs) need. 

And, as you might have guessed, users can 
manage everything remotely through the 
cloud. Each Nebula Security Gateway can 
automatically pull configuration settings. 
Self-configure site-to-site VPN. And get 
firmware and security signature updates 
over the web. Making it super-easy for 
administrators to create site-wide policies 
and keep an eye on every branch site.

Best bits

• Complete networking, security, and application  
control over the cloud

• Zero-touch site-to-site VPN

• Secure networks with Next-Gen Firewall, IDP,  
 and Application Patrol

• Built-in DHCP, NAT, QoS and VLAN management

• Static route and dynamic DNS support

• Identity-based security policies and application    
management

• Support Nebula cloud authentication

• Every NSG is pre-bundled with one-year Nebula Security  
Pack which includes antivirus, content filtering, Application  
Control and intrusion detection protocol (IDP)

Model NSG50 NSG100 NSG200 NSG300

Product name

Nebula Cloud 
Managed Security 
Gateway

Nebula Cloud 
Managed Security 
Gateway

Nebula Cloud 
Managed Security 
Gateway

Nebula Cloud 
Managed Security 
Gateway

Firewall throughput 300 Mbps 450 Mbps 1,250 Mbps 4,000 Mbps

VPN throughput 70 Mbps 140 Mbps 500 Mbps 750 Mbps

IDP throughput (IDP) 120 Mbps 180 Mbps 500 Mbps 950 Mbps

Max. TCP concurrent 
sessions

20,000 40,000 80,000 500,000

Multi-WAN Yes Yes Yes Yes

hello security
Nebula managed security gateways

Choices, choices…
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NebulaFlex
If your customers buy or already have a device that supports Nebula,  
they can switch between standalone mode and the license-free version 
of Nebula. Anytime. In just a few clicks. It’s that easy with NebulaFlex.  
 

NebulaFlex Pro
Offer more advanced features with NebulaFlex Pro devices.  
They give your customers the flexibility to switch between:

• Standalone mode

• On-premise controller  
 (NXC/USG/VPN/ATP)

• Nebula (including the  
 three-year pro pack)

hello freedom

01
Controller

03 Standalone

Nebula

02
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Customers can get a NebulaFlex-enabled device running in Nebula in 
three easy steps:  

1. Create a Nebula account at nebula.zyxel.com (if they haven’t got one)

2. Make sure their access point has the latest firmware 
(they can download it for free from zyxel.com)

3. Register their NebulaFlex-enabled device in the NCC (they can do  
this via the Nebula APP, or with the access point’s web interface)   

Switching back to standalone is just as simple:

1. Unregister the device from the Nebula portal

2. Wait for the device to reset itself and boot in standalone/ 
web managed mode

3. Access the device’s local web interface, then run through  
the quick setup wizard (or configure the settings) 

hello simple  
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Here’s some good news to tell your customers.  
If their devices are Nebula-compatible,  
they can get Nebula for free.

It’s as simple as downloading the latest firmware. 
Then they can enjoy all the great stuff that comes 
with the Nebula platform. But with none of the cost. 

hello free 
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Nebula (NCC) Supported 
Hardware: Wireless 
Access Points 

NebulaFlex NebulaFlex Pro Nebula (Dedicated)

Nebula (Free)

Nebula Professional Pack OPTIONAL 3 YEAR (INCLUDED)* 3 YEAR (INCLUDED)*

 Standalone Support 

Controller Support (NXC/USG/VPN/ATP)

Supported Access Point

NWA1123 ACv2
NWA1123 AC PRO
NWA1123 AC HD

NWA1302 AC

NWA5123 AC HD WAC6303D-S

NAP102
NAP203
NAP303
NAP353

Dual Mode Triple Mode Single Mode

•

•

•

•
•

•

 
* Until the end of 2019, 1yr included and 2 additional years (making 3 years).
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Nebula (NCC) Supported 
Hardware: Switch 

NebulaFlex Nebula (Dedicated)

Nebula (Free)

Nebula Professional Pack OPTIONAL 1 YEAR (INCLUDED)

 Smart/Web Managed Support

Supported Access Point

GS1920v2-8HP
GS1920v2-24/28HP
GS1920v2-48/48HP
XGS1930-28/28HP
XGS1930-52/52HP

NSW100-8HP
NSW100-28/28HP

NSW200-28HP

Dual Mode Single mode Mode

•

•

•
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hello another 
happy 
customer
hello  
nebula.
Service information 
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Licensing

Our licensing model gives your customers flexible options, whether they need a hardware 
license or a lifetime subscription. 

 
Customers can earn license points with Nebula, depending on the product. They can  
share these points across different devices, whether they’re adding or renewing a license.    

Our control center automatically sets all expiry dates for licenses to the same date.  
So, when customers buy extra licenses, we re-calculate the time left until the license  
expires. Which means they only have one renewal date to remember. Easy. 

Security

Add loads of security functionality to the gateway like Antivirus, Content filtering, and 
Application Control in a single add on pack. This not only gives you a better level of security 
but also allows you to gain even more insights into the traffic with advanced reporting tools.   

License Free Professional Pack
Professional Pack

(Lifetime)

For customers that 
want to start with all 
the good bits they get 
with Nebula for free. 

For customers that need all 
the great stuff from the free 
version. But also want the 
business insights to make 
their networks even better. 

For customers that want 
everything from the 
professional pack. But who 
also need a licensing option 
that keeps costs down for 
them and their clients. And  
still gives them total control  
of their network.
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License Free Professional Pack
Professional Pack

(Lifetime)

No Payment Required Annual Payment Per Device One Time Payment Per Device

ZERO TOUCH AUTO-DEPLOYMENT (HARDWARE) 

QUICK DEPLOY APP FOR ANDROID AND IOS

AUTOMATIC UPDATES (FIRMWARE & FEATURES)

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE CLOUD DEVICE CONFIGURATION 

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE CLOUD DASHBOARD

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE CLOUD DEVICE MONITORING (LIVE/HISTORY) 7 DAYS(ROLLING) 365 DAYS(ROLLING) 365 DAYS(ROLLING)

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE CLOUD CLIENT MONITORING (LIVE/HISTORY) 7 DAYS(ROLLING) 365 DAYS(ROLLING) 365 DAYS(ROLLING)

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE CLOUD EVENT LOGS ACCESS 7 DAYS(ROLLING) 365 DAYS(ROLLING) 365 DAYS(ROLLING)

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE CLOUD VISUAL LOCATION MAP & FLOOR PLAN

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE CLOUD REPORTS

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE CLOUD REPORTS (EMAIL OUTPUT)

USER AUTHORITIES E.G. BUILT IN / EXTERNAL RADIUS FOR 802.1X & MAC

USER AUTHORITIES E.G. FACEBOOK LOGIN FOR CAPTIVE PORTAL

USER AUTHORITIES BUILT IN USER AUTHENTICATION ENTRIES 100 NO LIMIT NO LIMIT

MAXIMUM ASSIGNED ADMIN ACCOUNTS 5 NO LIMIT NO LIMIT

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Options for business
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License Free Professional Pack
Professional Pack

(Lifetime)

No Payment Required Annual Payment Per Device One Time Payment Per Device

SNMP / SYSLOG OUTPUT

WI-FI MAXIMUM SSID 8 SSID 8 SSID 8 SSID

WI-FI DCS (SCHEDULED AND MANUAL)

ORGANIZATIONAL USER AUDIT / CHANGE LOGS

USER NOTIFICATIONS & ALERTS 

AUTOMATIC VISUAL TOPOLOGY

ORGANIZATIONAL & SITE CONFIG CLONE 

ORGANIZATIONAL TABLE DATA EXPORT

ORGANIZATIONAL-WIDE CONFIGURATION*

CONFIGURATION  BACKUP/RESTORE*

SWITCH IPTV & DHCP SERVER FEATURE SETS (E.G. MULTICAST)*

GATEWAY ADVANCED VPN FEATURE SET*

WIFI ANALYTICS INTEGRATION (SOCIAL MEDIA / 3RD PARTY AAA)*

MANAGED SERVICE PROVIDER FEATURE SET*

HARDWARE DEVICE LIMIT FOR MANAGEMENT NO LIMIT NO LIMIT NO LIMIT

TECHNICAL PHONE / EMAIL / FORUM SUPPORT

HARDWARE WARRANTY (NAP/NSW/NSG) LIFETIME** + NBDS LIFETIME** + NBDS LIFETIME** + NBDS

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

*  Available in 2018 **Limited Lifetime see Zyxel.com for more information) “ANYTIME, ANYWHERE” refers to the ability to access the devices via the 
nebula web service (NCC) over the internet, NBDS refers to Next Business Day Shipment see Zyxel website for more information.

Options for business
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Nebula forum

Users can share their product tips and bright ideas in this handy 
forum. They can also get answers to common questions. After all,  
a problem shared is a problem halved. 

Sound good? We thought so. Encourage your customers to visit  
our forum to learn more.

https://forum.nebula.zyxel.com/ 

Support requests

Hello total support. Users can pop along to our NCC support  
channel whenever they need help with a specific issue. Tickets  
go directly to the Nebula support team, who – and you can  
take it from us – really know their onions. 
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